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1. Introduction 

1.1 MJCA is commissioned by Brett Tarmac Limited (BTL) to prepare a Waste Recovery 

Plan (WRP) for the deposition of waste on land as a recovery activity in order to 

restore Phase E and Phase F at Fairlop Quarry, Hainault Road, Little Heath, 

Romford, in the London Borough of Redbridge. Phases E and F form part of the wider 

Fairlop Quarry complex of mineral workings which is located approximately 4km north 

east of Ilford in the London Borough of Redbridge.  Several of the other phases of 

mineral workings at Fairlop Quarry have been restored or are in the process of being 

restored including Phase D which is the subject of Environmental Permit number 

EPR/BB3833AL operated by Brett Tarmac Limited for the deposit of waste on land 

as a recovery activity.  Phase D is being restored to agriculture and nature 

conservation habitats.  The locations of Phase E and Phase F are shown on Figure 

1. Phase E is centred approximately on National Grid Reference (NGR) TQ 45268 

89397 and Phase F is centred approximately on NGR TQ 46503 90402.  Phase E 

and Phase F are referred to collectively in this WRP as the site. The location of Phase 

D is shown on Figure 1 for reference. The site is accessed from Hainault Road which 

connects to the A12 to the south of the site.   

1.2 Planning permission reference 2089/16 (the planning permission) was granted on 5 

June 2018 by the London Borough of Redbridge (LBR) for the “extension of mineral 

workings at Fairlop Quarry, into phases E and F, with establishment of new lagoon 

facilities, retention and modification of plant site and ancillary facilities, the 

establishment of a new conveyor and haul road with restoration to agriculture and 

nature conservation habitats by importation of inert restoration materials”. A copy of 

the planning permission is presented at Appendix A.  A plan showing the planning 

permission boundary and the extraction areas in Phase E and Phase F is presented 

at Appendix B.  The area the subject of the planning permission is approximately 63 

hectares of which Phase E comprises approximately 25 hectares and Phase F 

comprises approximately 8.7 hectares.    

1.3 It is proposed that Phase E and Phase F will be worked concurrently to recover 

approximately 1 million tonnes of sand and gravel.  Phase F will be worked 

progressively in 2 phases from north to south as shown on the approved working plan 

drawing presented at Appendix C and Phase E will be worked in 5 phases generally 
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from east to west as shown on the approved working plan drawing presented at 

Appendix D. The restoration of Phase E and Phase F will necessitate the importation 

of approximately 750,000m3 of inert restoration materials to restore the site to 

agriculture and nature conservation habitats.  The approved restoration schemes for 

Phase E and Phase F are presented in Appendix E and Appendix F respectively.  

Access for the importation of restoration materials to the site will be via the existing 

access on Hainault Road. Internal haul roads will be constructed to provide access 

from the site reception area to Phase E and Phase F.  The location of the proposed 

haul roads are shown on the working plan drawings presented at Appendices C and 

D. 

1.4 A WRP presenting justification that the activity comprises recovery is presented in 

Section 2 of this report. Further to the agreement of the WRP by the Environment 

Agency an application will be submitted for a bespoke Environmental Permit.    
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2. Waste Recovery Plan 

2.1 The WRP has been prepared with reference to Article 3(15) of the Waste Framework 

Directive (2008/98/EC) and the latest guidance on the deposition of waste on land as 

a recovery activity published by the EA on GOV.UK on 18 October 20161 (the 

recovery guidance). The recovery guidance uses the definition of recovery provided 

in Article 3(15) of the Waste Framework Directive to describe waste recovery. The 

recovery guidance states that: 

“Waste recovery is when your main aim is replacing a non-waste 

material you would have used in your operation with a waste 

material that performs the same function. That waste then serves a 

useful purpose as you’re using fewer natural resources.” 

2.2 The recovery guidance specifies that there are three main ways that can be used to 

demonstrate waste recovery. One of the three ways identified in the recovery 

guidance is to “… provide evidence that you’re obliged to carry out the work.” In 

respect of an obligation the EA states in the recovery guidance: 

“This could be because a regulator has imposed a requirement on 

you. For example, you operate a quarry and are required by 

planning conditions to restore it according to an approved plan.” 

2.3 The recovery guidance is clear that where there is a specific obligation to undertake 

the work it is unnecessary to present in a WRP the information referred to under the 

headings ‘Purpose of the work’, ‘Quantity of waste used’ and ‘Meeting quality 

standards’ in the recovery guidance. 

 The obligation 

2.4 As described in Section 1 the restoration of Phase E and Phase F of Fairlop Quarry 

is the subject of planning permission reference 2089/16 granted by the LBR on 5 

June 2018 (Appendix A).  Condition 2 of the planning permission states that “The 

development hereby permitted shall be carried out strictly in accordance with the 

following approved plans and documents.” and lists amongst others the phasing 

                                                 
1 https://www.gov.uk/guidance/waste-recovery-plans-and-permits 
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plans for extraction and restoration of Phase E and Phase F and the approved 

restoration schemes for Phase E and Phase F.  These drawings are discussed in 

further detail below under the ‘Evidence of the obligation’. 

2.5 It is clear that in granting planning permission reference 2089/16 the LBR has 

imposed specific obligations in respect of restoring the site according to approved 

plans. In respect of specific obligations the EA states in the recovery guidance: 

“Obligations may specify the work you have to carry out. If you have 

specific obligations to do the work proposed, your waste recovery 

plan must include: 

 evidence of the obligation 

 plans and cross sections that show your proposal matches the 

obligation on you 

 evidence that the waste is suitable for the intended purpose” 

Taking each of these in turn. 

 Evidence of the obligation 

2.6 As explained earlier, planning permission reference 2089/16 was granted by LBR on 

5 June 2018 and confirmed the specific obligations in respect of restoring the site 

according to the approved plans.  Conditions 2, 13, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27 and 

30 of the planning permission refer to the restoration of the site. The conditions clearly 

demonstrate the obligation.  The most relevant of the specific obligations to the 

restoration of the site are Conditions 2, 20, 21, 23 and 26. 

2.7 Condition 2 of the planning permission (strictly in accordance) states that:- 

“The development hereby permitted shall be carried out strictly in accordance with 

the following approved plans and documents.” [Inter alia] 

 Drawing no. F10/PL09/03 – Working Plan – Phase F (Appendix C) 

 Drawing no. F10/PL09/04A – Working Plan – Phase E (Appendix D) 

 Drawing no. F10/PL09/0401 – Pre extraction works (Appendix G) 
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 Drawing no. F10/PL09/0402 – Phase 1 (Appendix G) 

 Drawing no. F10/PL09/0403A – Phase 2 (Appendix G) 

 Drawing no. F10/PL09/0404A – Phase 3 (Appendix G) 

 Drawing no. F10/PL09/0405A – Phase 4 (Appendix G) 

 Drawing no. F10/PL09/0406A – Phase 5 (Appendix G) 

 Drawing no. F10/PL09/06A – Phase F Restoration Scheme (Appendix F) 

 Drawing no. F10/PL09/07A – Phase E Restoration Scheme (Appendix E) 

 Drawing no. F10/PL09/08 – Sections (Appendix I) 

Appendix references in brackets refer to the Appendix in the WRP at which each of 

the drawings are provided. 

2.8 Condition 20 of the planning permission (Excavation process sequence) states:- 

“The site shall be filled concurrently with the excavation process in 

the sequence indicated in the details submitted with this application 

and shown on drawing nos. F10/PL03 and P10 PL09/04A.” 

2.9 The reason stated in the planning permission for imposing Condition 20 is:- 

“In order to ensure that the development takes place in accordance 

with the details in this application and to ensure a progressive 

restoration of the site and return to use for agricultural and nature 

conservation purposes, and to accord Policy E7 of the Council’s 

Borough Wide Primary Development Plan Document, now 

superseded by the Minerals Local Plan (2012).” 

2.10 Condition 21 of the planning permission (Depositing of filling material) states:- 

“The filling material shall be deposited in the manner described in 

the details submitted with this application and as shown on drawing 

nos. F10/PL/09/06A; F10/PL/09/07A; F10/PL/09/08; 

F10/PL/09/09A; F10/PL/09/10; and F10/PL/09/11 to ensure 

thorough compaction to minimise subsequent settlement. 

2.11 The reason stated in the planning permission for imposing Condition 21 is:- 
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“In order that the restoration process may be carried out and 

completed in a satisfactory manner, and to accord with Policy E7 of 

the Council’s Borough Wide Primary Development Plan Document, 

now superseded by the Minerals Local Plan (2012).” 

2.12 Condition 23 of the planning permission (final surface level of the reformed land) 

states:-  

“The final surface level of the reformed land, once the subsoil and 

topsoil layers have been re-spread, shall correspond to the details 

shown on drawing nos. F10/PL09/06A entitled ‘Phase F 

Restorations Scheme’ and F10/PL09/07A entitled ‘Phase E 

Restoration Scheme’.” 

2.13 The reason stated in the planning permission for imposing Condition 23 is:- 

“In order to create conditions suitable for the promotion of 

agricultural land to quality at least as good as that previously 

existing and promotion for nature conservation use, and to comply 

with Policy E7 of the Council’s Borough Wide Primary Development 

Plan Document, now superseded by the Minerals Local Plan 

(2012), and Policy 7.22 of the London Plan.” 

2.14 Condition 26 of the planning permission (Restoration and aftercare of the site) states:- 

“The restoration and aftercare of the site to agricultural and nature 

conservation uses, including the provision of an agricultural 

drainage system/subsoil drainage scheme for those areas to be 

restored to agricultural use…shall only be undertaken in 

accordance with the provisions detailed in this application…The site 

shall be returned to agricultural use and nature conservation use in 

conjunction with this scheme and these details and the physical 

characteristics of the land shall be restored, so far as it is practical 

to do so, to what they were when it was last used for agriculture.  

2.15 The reason stated in the planning permission for imposing Condition 26 is:- 
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“In order to ensure that excavation, restoration and aftercare of this 

land shall be carried out in accordance with approved details in 

order to obtain a satisfactory level of reinstatement to allow the 

return to agricultural use and nature conservation and amenity use, 

and to comply with Policies E2, E7 and BD1 of the Council’s 

Borough Wide Primary Development Plan Document, now 

superseded by Policy LP39 of the Local Plan, and Policy M9 of the 

Minerals Local Plan (2012), and Policies 7.19 and 7.22 of the 

London Plan.” 

2.16 A summary of the restoration works the subject of the specific obligation in the 

planning permission and shown on the approved plans referenced in Conditions 2, 

20, 21 and 23 is presented below. 

 Phase E 

2.17 Phase E will necessitate the importation of approximately 650,000m3 of inert 

restoration materials.  The working plan for Phase E shown on drawing reference 

F10/PL09/04A (Appendix D) shows that Phase E will be worked in five phases (E1, 

E2, E3, E4, E5) starting in Phase E1 in the east with workings progressing in a 

generally westerly direction.    The phase by phase progression of the works in Phase 

E are shown on approved drawing references F10/PL09/0401, F10/PL09/0402, 

F10/PL09/0403A, F10/PL09/0404A, F10/PL09/0405A and F10/PL09/0406A copies 

of which are presented at Appendix G.  

 Phase F 

2.18 The working plan for Phase F shown on drawing reference F10/PL09/03 (Appendix 

C) shows that Phase F will be worked in two phases.  Phase F2 will be extracted to 

provide materials for the restoration of Phase F1 to ensure that Phase F1 is restored 

using on-site materials only.  The void left in Phase F2 will be restored by the 

importation of approximately 98,000 m3 of inert restoration materials. Phase F1 will 

not be included in the Environmental Permit application. 

2.19 Notwithstanding that there are no restrictions within the planning permission in 

respect of whether the site is restored using non-waste or waste materials, a letter 
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from the LBR confirming that the restoration of the site can be completed with suitable 

imported waste or non-waste inert restoration materials is presented at Appendix H.   

2.20 Consistent with the requirements set out in the recovery guidance in respect of an 

obligation, it is clear that the LBR requires the applicant to assume the specific 

obligation of the approved working plans, schemes of working and restoration 

schemes as a condition of obtaining planning permission. The applicant will be 

required to comply with the planning conditions and there is no evidence to suggest 

otherwise.  

 Plans and cross sections that show your proposal matches the obligation on 
you 

2.21 As described earlier in Paragraph 2.7 of this WRP, Condition 2 of the planning 

permission specifies the relevant drawings and plans which comprise the approved 

scheme.  The final restored landform is shown on drawings F10/PL09/06A (Phase F) 

(Appendix C) and F10/PL09/07A (Phase E) (Appendix D).  Cross-sections through 

Phase E and Phase F of the restored site are shown on drawings F10/PL09/08 and 

F10/PL09/19 presented at Appendix I.  

2.22 The total quantity of waste that will need to be deposited to complete the approved 

restoration scheme is limited by the final levels shown on the restoration schemes. It 

is proposed that drawing numbers F10/PL09/06A and F10/PL09/07A will comprise 

the relevant contour plans for the site to be specified in the Environmental Permit. 

 Evidence that the waste is suitable for the intended purpose 

2.23 The waste types that are proposed may be accepted at the site the subject of an 

Environmental Permit are presented in Table 1. The waste types listed in Table 1 are 

waste types suitable for the proposed agricultural and nature conservation after-use 

of the site and are consistent with the waste types specified in the recovery guidance.   

2.24 Detailed waste acceptance procedures will be in place so that unacceptable waste 

materials are not accepted at the site and procedures will be in place for the rejection 

of nonconforming loads. The waste acceptance procedures will include robust waste 

characterisation and testing procedures. No wastes will be accepted from 

contaminated sites. Only waste that is suitable for the intended purpose will be 
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imported as to do otherwise would undermine the potential to achieve the approved 

restoration scheme. 

2.25 It is clear that Brett Tarmac Limited has specific obligations in respect of the approved 

scheme. The deposit of waste as a recovery activity will enable Brett Tarmac Limited 

to satisfy the specific obligations in respect of the restoration of the site. 
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Table 1  

Waste types that may be accepted at Fairlop Quarry for deposition as a recovery 
activity 

 

Waste Code Description Note 

01 01 Wastes from mineral excavation  
01 01 02 wastes from non-metalliferous excavation  
01 04 wastes from physical and chemical processing of non-

metalliferous minerals 
 

01 04 08 waste gravel and crushed rocks other than those containing 
dangerous substances 

 

01 04 09 waste sand and clays  
02 04 wastes from sugar processing  
02 04 01 soil from cleaning and washing beet  
17 05 soil (including excavated soil from contaminated sites) 

stones and dredging spoil 
 

17 05 04 soil and stones 1 

19 12 Wastes from the mechanical treatment of waste (for 
example, sorting, crushing, compacting, pelletising) not 
otherwise specified 

 

19 12 09 minerals (for example sand, stones)  

20 02 Garden and park wastes (including cemetery waste)  
20 02 02 soil and stones 1 

Notes 
1 Soil and stones from contaminated sites will not be accepted. 
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APPENDIX A  
 

LONDON BOROUGH OF REDBRIDGE PLANNING PERMISSION REFERENCE NUMBER 
2089/16 
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APPENDIX B  
 

A COPY OF DRAWING NUMBER F10/PL09/01 ENTITLED LOCATION PLAN 
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APPENDIX C  
 

A COPY OF DRAWING NUMBER F10/PL09/03 ENTITLED WORKING PLAN – PHASE F 
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APPENDIX D  
 

A COPY OF DRAWING NUMBER F10/PL09/04 A ENTITLED WORKING PLAN – PHASE 
E 
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APPENDIX E  
 

A COPY OF DRAWING NUMBER F10/PL09/07A ENTITLED PHASE E – RESTORATION 
SCHEME 
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APPENDIX F  
 

A COPY OF DRAWING NUMBER F10/PL09/06A ENTITLED PHASE F – RESTORATION 
SCHEME 
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APPENDIX G  
 

COPIES OF DRAWING NUMBERS F10/PL09/0401, F10PL09/0402 F10/PL09/0403A, 
F10/PL09/0404A, F10/PL09/0405A AND F10/PL090/406A 
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APPENDIX H  
 

A COPY OF A LETTER DATED 7 FEBRUARY 2019 FROM THE LONDON BOROUGH OF 
REDBRIDGE 



 
            INVESTOR  IN  PEOPLE 

 

 
  
 

 
 
Development Management 
 

 
 
BY EMAIL 
 
Mr. G. Aspinall 
Permitting and Compliance Manager 
Brett Tarmac Limited 
Meeting Street 
Quorm 
Loughborough 
LE12 8EX 

         11th Floor (Front), Lynton House 255-259     
High Road 
Ilford  
IG1 1NY 

 
Please ask for : Anna van Overbeke 
Direct line  : 020 8708 2056 
Anna.vanoverbeke@redbridge.gov.uk 
www.redbridge.gov.uk 
Our ref : 2089/16 
Your ref:  
Date:   7 February 2019 

Dear Graham, 

 
Re: Fairlop Quarry, Hainault Road, Romford 
 
I write with reference to Planning Permission reference 2089/16 which was granted on 05 June 

2018 for the “extension of mineral workings at Fairlop Quarry, into phases E and F, with 
establishment of new lagoon facilities, retention and modification of plant site and ancillary 
facilities, the establishment of a new conveyor and haul road with restoration to agriculture and 
nature conservation habitats by importation of inert restoration materials”.  I confirm that the 

restoration can be completed with suitable imported waste or non-waste inert restoration 

materials consistent with the planning application. 

 

As stated in Planning Permission reference 2089/16 the reason for the inclusion of Condition 20 

is ‘In order to ensure that the development takes place in accordance with the details in this 
application and to ensure a progressive restoration of the site and return to use for agriculture 
and nature conservation purposes…’.  The intention of the condition is to specify the types of 

material that are considered suitable for use in the restoration of the site and not to limit the 

imported restoration materials only to wastes.  Comparable non-waste inert restoration materials 

can be used to complete the approved restoration scheme.  The primary concern of the London 

Borough of Redbridge is compliance with Planning Permission reference 2089/16 and that the 

site is restored in accordance with the approved details to deliver the associated benefits without 

having an unacceptable environmental impact. 

 

I trust that this provides the necessary clarification in respect of the use of non-waste inert 

materials in the restoration of the site.  Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any 

queries.  

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 
Ciara Whelehan  
Interim Head of Planning & Building Control 
Chief Executive’s Department 
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APPENDIX I  
 

COPIES OF DRAWING NUMBERS F10/PL09/08 ENTITLED SECTIONS AND 
F10/PL09/19 ENTITLED PHASE F - SECTIONS 

 








